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Avatar Natural Foods is a food service 

company that specializes in manufacturing 

and distribution of exclusive gourmet 

products.  We have been able to meet 

the needs of our customers by being 

small enough to create innovations that 

they ask for but large enough to produce 

any quantity that they need.  We are a 

multifaceted company that controls our 

supply chain by manufacturing through 

our sister companies and our European 

Partners.  Our exclusive distribution 

rights allow us to create products to 

our specifications, giving our clients the 

highest quality domestic and imported 

products on the market.

Avatar’s “showcase” market and 

distribution center is located in a 70,000 

square foot facility in Henderson, Nevada. 

The facility has our production and test 

kitchens from our sister brands: Yaya’s 

Kitchens, Tuscany Cookies, Eat Pita 

and Fiave Donuts. All the products we 

showcase at our market are available to 

purchase in food service quantities.

Our Brands

EatPita
At Yaya’s Kitchen, we are focused on helping 
people live healthier lives by creating 
gourmet, ready-to-eat food with high-
quality ingredients and affordable prices. 

Our number one priority is to provide 
delicious and healthy food at affordable 
prices. We refuse to sacrifice quality in lieu 
of shortcuts or artificial substitutes.

Tuscany creates baked goods with 
premium, all-natural ingredients. Our 
delicious treats are made the only way we 
know how: by hand with love and care! 

At Eat Pita, we provide our customers with 
preservative free, traditional pita bread 
and pita chips developed with the highest 
standards of product integrity. 
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We take food safety very seriously at Avatar Natural Foods. We are USDA, HACCP, and GMP verified! 

We offer individually wrapped goods to cater to our contactless production environment.

Avatar Natural Foods has an INC.5000 2022 award for being 

one of the fastest-growing private companies in the USA.

In each and every product we make, we use all-natural ingredients. Our food  

contains no preservatives, no artificial flavors and no artificial colors.
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In this catalogue you will find an extensive list of products to set up the assortment that fits best to 

your point of sales, and to meet your customer’s satisfaction.
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We make handmade gourmet cookies from scratch with 

the finest ingredients. We refuse to sacrifice quality in 

lieu of shortcuts or artificial substitutes. 

Tuscany’s mission is to create gourmet cookies with 

all-natural ingredients to satisfy your sweet tooth in a 

healthy way. You can enjoy our products without being 

worried about preservatives or artificial ingredients.

 

Our Tuscany cookies are individually packaged for our 

post-covid environment where safety is a high priority.
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Cookies
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Our cookies come in many flavors, from our buttery flavored 
traditional butter cookie to our  melt in your mouth raspberry jelly 

cookie. They are made from scratch, using only the finest ingredients.



Retail

Bulk
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Yaya’s Kitchen

Yaya’s Kitchen has over 10 years of experience creating gourmet 

grab and go sandwiches, salads, burritos, and more. Our large USDA 

kitchen can also provide large quantities of bulk salads and meal 

packs to fit any of your buffet or service pack needs. Yaya’s Kitchen 

and its associate brands have always strived to deliver cost-

effective and deliciousmeals of the highest quality. Yaya’s founders 

have worked tirelessly to bring quality food to people throughout 

the United States. Our chefs have traveled the world, learned 

innovative cooking techniques and discovered exotic ingredients to 

open the minds and taste buds of their customers. 

  

At Yaya’s, we believe that a healthy diet can prevent many diseases 

and ailments. If people watch what they put into their bodies, they 

will be able to live longer, healthier and happier lives. We want to 

help them accomplish those goals!
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Yaya’s Grab-and-Go line is a smart, convenient option
for your fresh and ready food needs.

Grab and go
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Yaya’s Kitchen has an incredible line of unique handmade salads
that can be enjoyed on-the-go. Eating our delicious salads will

help fuel your body with essential ingredients.

Deli Salads



Deli Salads
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Our hummus line is tasty, traditional and designed
for guilt-free snacking! All-natural ingredients are utilized to

create our creamy, smooth hummus and dips.

Hummus
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We have been making pita bread since 1991 under the 

brands Eat Pita and Vegas Pita. We are best known 

for our fresh homemade style pita bread and pita 

chips. We use all-natural ingredients only.

Providing our customers with the best pita bread and 

pita chips on the market is our number one priority. 

Like our pitas, our philosophy is simple: healthy, 

premium and fresh!

Eat Pita

EatPita
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At Eat Pita, we take tradition very seriously. For over 30 years, 
we have baked soft, fluffy pita breads and crispy pita chips.' 

Our pita comes in many flavors, shapes and sizes.

Pita Bread Pita Chips

EatPita
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Avatar Foods

At Avatar Natural Foods, we are focused 

on providing delicious and healthy food at 

affordable prices. 

We maintain high-quality standards with our 

team of dedicated chefs. Our Chef’s create 

gourmet food using only the finest ingredients 

sourced from all over the world.

Providing our customers with the best clean 

food on the market is our number one priority.
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Avatar Foods
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orders@avatarnaturalfoods.com    |    1331 S. Boulder Hwy. Ste. 130 Henderson NV, 89015

WWW.AVATARNATURALFOODS.COM  |  (702)  407 - 2969


